
Hungry, Hungry Hippo, Putting Challenge
and Full Court Fever. Eventually we got
our big break with Cyclone.”

Following on the heels of Chexx and
Putting Challenge, but certainly not by
design, ICE began its focus on redemp-
tion-oriented games. Ultimately, Cyclone
helped catapult ICE into a new realm.  

“Cyclone allowed us to really reinvest

I nnovative Concepts in Entertainment
(ICE) celebrated 25 years of game
making this past February. The

Buffalo, N.Y.,-based factory whose mod-
est beginnings consisted of producing and
selling one product, Chexx Hockey, has
grown to be a large and influential manu-
facturer of coin-operated amusements.

ICE’s story is one of early success but
also perseverance; the company watched
Chexx become a worldwide phenomenon
but then struggled to find the next hit
game. Company owner and founder Ralph
Coppola still remembers the days follow-
ing the great success of Chexx and won-
dering if the company would survive to
see another year in coin-op. That was 25
years ago. Today ICE boasts one of the
largest and most diverse product lines in
the industry. Ralph credits “a lot of luck
and good fortune and working with great
people” for this long-term success.  

“People talk about the weather in
Buffalo and our snow; I guess you could
say during those beginning years follow-
ing the early success of Chexx, we literally
weathered the storm,” remembered Ralph.
“We wondered where we’d get our next
game; things were extremely tight finan-
cially. My partner at the time, Jack Willert,
and I weren’t even collecting paychecks
from one week to the next. I guess you
could say we were somewhat in despera-
tion mode! Then we got a few breaks.
Things started turning slowly. We had a
few successful runs with games like

ICE: A Quarter Century 
And Counting!

in development, but just as importantly it
put ICE on the map with game designers
worldwide,” said Ralph. “All of a sudden
we became a viable company that design-
ers who had great ideas wanted to come to
and sell their ideas! We found ourselves in
a really great position. While we had a lot
of very hardworking people at the time,
we knew we were also just very lucky.
Cyclone was about as simple a game as
you’ll ever see, but to this day it is proba-
bly one of the highest revenue producing
games ever made in coin-op. After
Cyclone, the game ideas and concepts
came flowing in from outside designers
faster than we could possibly keep up, and
to this day we are extremely fortunate to
have the opportunity to work with incredi-
bly talented designers who bring most of
the concepts for the titles we have
launched over the past 15 years.”

According to Coppola, the road for-
ward after Cyclone wasn’t all easy street,
but that success helped stoke the compa-
ny’s willingness to take risks and be
aggressive. 

“One of our strengths at ICE has
always been our aggressiveness and the
passion with which we approach anything
and everything, from getting a deal with
an outside designer or getting a license or
getting a game to market or most impor-
tantly getting a sale closed,” he continued.
“We don’t tend to over think or overana-
lyze, sometimes to a fault; we just make
up our minds we want to pursue some-

cover story

Ralph Coppola addresses the ICE family as they enjoy
the company’s 25th anniversary celebration.

Chexx was the game that put ICE on the
map. (That’s Ralph Coppola with the fol-
low-up Super Chexx.) Today top licenses
include Deal or No Deal, The Price is Right,
Monopoly, Pac-Man, NBA and NFL. Their
Major League Baseball game debuts this
month at the IAAPA show.
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thing, and we go. It’s also one of the nice
things about being a company of our size:
there isn’t a lot of office politics or red
tape involved in our decision-making
process. At times we’ve obviously miscal-
culated on a game, a customer, a market,
but we don’t look back. I firmly believe
that in this business, and in most for that
matter, you can’t be afraid to be wrong, to
make mistakes. We try to learn from our
mistakes. We talk about where we went
wrong and how to prevent it in the future,
but then we’re on to the next thing. I really
believe the confident personality of the
company has helped us stay alive and per-
severe.  I like to think that today we have a
veteran team here at ICE that is very confi-
dent and knowledgeable but not arrogant
in our approach.”

Following Cyclone, ICE moved into
not just other new products but new prod-
uct categories. They expanded their sports
and redemption line and also moved into
video redemption, which later gave way to
actual video product, then added coin
pushers, cranes and merchandisers, air
hockey tables, kiddie rides, video kits and

simulators. Diversification has been a big
part of the company’s overall plan in the
last decade.  

“That part of our success has not been
by accident,” Ralph explained. “We do
analyze our business very carefully, and
we do look for trends and areas where we
can grow. We also know that the more
diversified we are, the better we are able to
respond to changing market conditions
and the longer we can survive if one par-
ticular product line is going through a
downturn. For example, 10 years ago we
got into the crane business. We had no
idea what to expect. Within five years we
were legitimately one of the top crane pro-
ducing factories in the world. Crane sales
at one point were a good 15% of our over-
all annual sales worldwide. We had some
years in the late ’90s and early 2000s
where we were making literally thousands
of cranes annually.”

More recently, with the various consoli-
dations and certain large national accounts
moving in different directions, ICE has
seen its crane sales diminish significantly.
Fortunately, other product lines have more

than made up for the lost crane sales and
helped the factory remain profitable.

A Homegrown
Licensed Pusher

One product that ICE went after back
in the late ’90s was the coin pusher. Coin
pushers have been a part of the amusement
business for over 50 years, having been
invented by British industry legend Jimmy
Crompton, a renowned character in the
U.K. up until he passed away last year. 

His sons, Gordon, John and Richard,
took over the Cromptons Leisure
Machines business in the 1980s. In 1996,
Ralph and Gordon Crompton met and
formed a friendship and alliance that still
to this day remains very strong. Beginning
in 1996, ICE started importing the famous
Cromptons coin pushers into the U.S.
Games such as Flippa Winna, Hi Roller,
Gold Coast, Happy Days and Roll A Win
later gave way to such popular titles as
Soccer Shot, Slaw Jam, Royal Casino,
Pirates Treasure, Disco Fever and Wheel
of Fortune.  
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ICE is breaking new ground with its line of licensed sports titles
including NBA Hoops, the licensed version of its popular Hoop Fever,
as well as its newer football title 2 Minute Drill.

The NFL-branded 2 Minute Drill game from ICE, first seen at
last year’s IAAPA, has been big seller for the factory in 2008.

Deal or No Deal, the licensed video redemption game, based on
the popular game show, brought a new level of success for ICE, tap-
ping into the industry’s yearning for compelling new product.

With classic attractions like ICE Ball, a traditional alley bowler,
ICE provides a one-stop shop for operators.
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From the earliest stages of this relation-
ship, coin pushers have always been some
of the highest earning machines ICE has
ever sold.  To this day, Disco Fever still
produces incredible earning figures in
arcades across the country.

Over the years, the coin pusher busi-
ness in the U.K. changed, and Cromptons
Leisure went through some very difficult
financial times. ICE, recognizing that
many of its largest distributors and cus-
tomers had invested significant amounts of
money in pushers, decided it had to act. In
2002, ICE purchased the assets of
Cromptons out of bankruptcy and took
ownership of the company. ICE ran
Cromptons for a few years before eventu-
ally working out a deal for Bell Fruit,
another U.K. company, to take over the
management and ownership of the manu-
facturer. Right up until last year ICE
worked closely with Bell Fruit, continuing
to import and sell both Cromptons and
Bell Fruit coin pushers in the U.S.  

Unfortunately, the weakness of the dol-
lar and strength of the British pound made
buying any products in the U.K. cost pro-
hibitive. So ICE embarked on a develop-
ment path towards producing the first ever
U.S.-manufactured licensed coin pusher,
The Price is Right.

“It’s been a long and very careful devel-
opment process for us,” said Ralph. “We
really started informally last year, gathering
as much knowledge as possible. We also
have had a huge benefit of working so
closely with the very people who invented
the coin pushers over 50 years ago. Make
no mistake: we took the best of the
Cromptons coin pusher, the best of Bell
Fruit, and combined them with feedback
from some of our top coin pusher cus-

with the sports licenses, starting with NBA
Hoops. They followed that up with the
NFL game, 2 Minute Drill, which has been
a big seller for ICE in 2008. At this
month’s IAAPA convention in Orlando,
ICE will introduce Major League Baseball. 

“That completes our lineup of major
sports licenses, and it’s our strong belief
that over time every FEC in America and
even many worldwide will want to show-
case these attraction-type games for their
players,” said Ralph.  “Each of these major
American sports is gaining more and more
recognition globally with each passing
year. The NBA has been extremely
aggressive in taking its game worldwide,
and we’ve seen the effects of this in our
sales numbers internationally. The same is
also happening in both baseball and foot-
ball with the MLB and NFL, so we feel
these licenses are invaluable and just add
to the value of already great games.”

The People Behind
the Games

ICE currently employs close to 200
people, many of whom have long-running
tenure, 15 to 20 years, with the factory.  

“ICE would not be here today were it
not for our incredibly loyal and diligent
workforce,” said Ralph. “ICE is much like
the Buffalo sports teams, the Bills and
Sabres; we aren’t necessarily the most tal-
ented and we’re not very glitzy, but we’re
going to give it everything we have day in
and day out. We won’t be outplayed, and
if we lose a sale or we don’t get a particu-
lar deal we want, it won’t be from lack of
effort or intensity. Buffalo is a blue-collar
town with some of the best and hardest
working people in the country, and ICE
very much takes on that persona. I am
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ICE’s new video redemption game for kids, Buster Bubble, being
completed on the factory line in Buffalo, N.Y. The game utilizes a
touchscreen and offers fast-paced bubble-popping action for kids.

ICE is known across the trade for the diversity of its products. The
factory may have started with one game, but today they offer dozens
of different attractions including the low profile merchandise game
Mighty Mini, a very popular piece with youngsters.

tomers here in the U.S. We feel we have
created the ultimate coin pusher not just in
terms of looks and overall appearance but
also reliability and functionality. The opera-
tor adjustability that is built in is second to
none. The Price is Right wheel bonus fea-
ture is fantastic and will have players lining
up to win the jackpot. The Price is Right is
just an incredible machine from inside out!” 

More New Games
Pushers are not the only place where

ICE has pushed forward aggressively both
in product development and licensing.
They are applying those same strategies
across all their product lines.

Other successful licensed product
launches include Wheel of Fortune, NBA
Hoops, the blockbuster video redemption
game Deal or No Deal and the recent suc-
cessful sports title, NFL 2 Minute Drill.

“We recognized a few years ago the
strength that solid, recognizable licenses
combined with great game play can have in
coin-op, and it’s proven a very successful
formula for us,” said Ralph. “It’s very
important though that you have both
aspects of the formula present. You can’t
just bring a mediocre game and throw a
strong license on it and think it will fly in
the marketplace. Alternatively, you can’t
take a really strong game play and throw
any old license on it and think that will
work.  You need elements working togeth-
er. There probably is no better example of
this in coin-op today than Deal or No Deal.
It was an amazing phenomenon in so many
ways. It captured new players, it allowed
operators to charge more money for game
play, and it really was in a game category
all by itself.”

ICE has also had considerable success
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incredibly proud of our workforce and
could name so many people individually
who get us where we need to be, but it’s
really that team approach to each day that
allows us to be successful.

“We’re really not big on job titles at
ICE,” Ralph continued. “In fact, if I could
I would just do without them altogether,
but our people know on any given day
they will be called in to perform different
tasks, and in order to be successful at ICE
you have to be willing to multitask and
you really have to have that ‘no-job-is-too-
big-or-too-small mentality.’”  

Examples of ICE veterans who have
been crucial to the company’s success are
people like Rick Zanghi, whom many
know from tradeshows. He has been with
ICE for almost 20 years. Zanghi runs the
setup of ICE’s convention booth at
tradeshows while also overseeing produc-
tion lines at the factory.

Another key member of the ICE family
is Drew Krouse, who today heads up the
development department. He started as an

hourly employee in the wood shop. Elie
Harfouche, who similarly started hourly in
the woodshop and then for many years ran
it, today is the production manager for the
entire factory. 

“It’s the people like Kevin Peace, Gary
Ball, Mark Conlon, Kim Carter and Dennis
Viscusi; these people make ICE who we
are today,” Ralph went on to say. “When
talking about the importance of people, I
would be very remiss not to share my feel-
ings on our incredible sales team. Greg
Kania and Gene Brogowski have both been
with the company over 16 years and have
never worked for anyone else in this busi-
ness. Joe Coppola has been here now
almost 13 years. Add to that Daniel
Coppola and Anna Heck, both who have
been with us over five years, and I believe
we have not only the most experienced
sales staff in the industry but also the most
professional. These guys know their mar-
kets, they know their customers so well,
and most importantly they know our prod-
ucts.”

“Under Drew’s direction, our R&D
department has grown and matured
tremendously,” Ralph noted. “Mike
Andrews, who heads up the mechanical
engineering side of game design is clearly
one of the best in the business. You com-
bine Mike’s talent with that of Edward
Dluzen, who heads up our hardware and
software development, and you have what
is undoubtedly one of the most talented
and valuable design teams in coin-op.”

Other departments that Ralph was
quick to commend included parts and ser-
vice under the direction of parts manager
Aaron Petritz and technical service manag-
er David Bartel; accounting and finance
overseen by Craig Erhard and his assistant
controller Bob Stoll; and purchasing and
inventory control headed up by Bob
Skowronski and Dennis Viscusi. 

“Aaron and his team in parts put out
roughly 150 packages a day, and the ser-
vice they deliver on spare parts is unparal-
leled,” said Ralph. “An operator can still
get parts for a Chexx hockey game he may
have bought 20 years ago. We take great
pride in providing parts for games that
may have come out even in the late ’80s or
early ’90s; not many can make that claim.
David is an incredible asset in technical
service. He was an operator himself before
he joined us so he thinks like an operator,
and he is masterful at troubleshooting
problems with techs in the field. Craig and
Bob, who head up our financial depart-
ments, deliver a tremendously thorough
and informative monthly financial package
in addition to their daily duties.”

All in all, it’s a team effort that has paid
off in more ways than one for the once
fledgling and now full-fledged game fac-
tory from Buffalo. To learn more about
ICE’s full lineup of products, log on to
www.icegame.com.
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The game pros at ICE work together to develop and refine their popular games. Topper
Ralph Coppola is effusive in praising the factory’s staff, saying: “It’s really that team approach to
each day that allows us to be successful.”

People have made the difference at ICE as much as the product, with many working at the company for 15 to 20 years. Among the faces
those in the industry are familiar with are sales team members Anna Heck, Greg Kania, Joe Coppola, Ralph Coppola, Drew Krouse (development)
Dan Coppola and Gene Brogowski.
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